
CARD PAYMENT 
PLATFORM
FOR INFORM ERP SOFTWARE USERS

DELIVER THE ULTIMATE COUNTER EXPERIENCE

HACKER FIGHTING TECHNOLOGY

GET CLOSER TO YOUR CUSTOMER

Security is the top priority for our users. Genius technology from Global 
Payments Integrated (TSYS) protects distributors using EMV certified processing 
for complete PCI compliance. Genius Checkout technology integrates with 
Inform ERP (Version 19+) to process and accept payment while also delivering a 
fast counter experience. Customers enjoy the flexibility of paying with lightning-
fast chip card transactions, debit cards with PINs or swipes. 

Fast, secure point-of-sale transactions 
that are EMV ready

 ( Cardholder information never enters 
Inform

 ( Optional CardVault securely stores 
card data

 ( 4 second EMV transactions

 ( Digital signature capture

 ( Scrolling transaction line-item display

 ( Fully PCI compliant

 ( Level 2 processing

 ( Lower-cost PIN debit card processing

 ( NFC enabled for Apple Pay, Google Pay,  
Samsung Pay and more

 ( TLS 1.1 encryption or higher to comply 
with the latest PCI standards

 ( Enhanced data security keeps cardholder 
data off the POS and secures systems 
with full encryption and tokenization

The TSYS Genius Handheld device gives you convenient payment processing options. The 
Genius Handheld can be used for curbside pickup and line busting to provide faster checkout 
times. Increase sales by providing a more consultative approach at checkout and on the sales 
floor. Contact your TSYS representative to purchase your Handheld device and then follow the 
steps below to complete the setup process.



A World-Class Checkout Experience for 
Businesses of All Sizes

CARD PROCESSING

For more information or to initiate Global Payments integration, please contact the DDI Support Team

Genius processing hardware is only available directly from TSYS/Global Payments Integrated 
For information regarding hardware and merchant processing options contact (800) 498-0823

Merchant Processor Solutions 
With EMV Certification 

TSYS/Global 
Payments



First Data 

Vantiv 

Elavon 

Chase 

Worldpay 

Heartland 

You have the option to choose between Global Payment’s own Merchant 
Processing Service or any of the merchant processors listed in this chart 
for easy credit, debit and pin based payment options.

Credit, Debit & Purchasing 
Card Acceptance

Contactless  
Payments

Gift Card & Loyalty 
Acceptance

Accept all payment types with our 
total payment processing capabilities 
for credit, debit, Electronic Benefits 

Transfer (EBT), gift, loyalty and 
purchasing cards.

Enable your customers to pay with 
their mobile wallets at  

your point of sale.

Acquire more customers and grow 
revenue with gift card  
and loyalty programs.
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